Proposed Schedule and Process/Operational Improvements for AoC and Organizational Reviews

Public Comment Input Template

The purpose of the Public Comment posting is to request community feedback on a proposed schedule and process, including operational improvements, for Reviews mandated by the Affirmation of Commitments (AoC Reviews) and the ICANN Bylaws (Organizational Reviews). The request for the community is based on both appreciating the community’s workload and the timing of several Reviews in FY2016.

The following template has been developed to facilitate input to this Public Comment. Use of the template is encouraged, but not required. This template provides the opportunity for general input on the proposal as well as specific comments by section. Please note that there is no obligation to complete all of the sections – commenters may respond to as many or as few as they wish.

Following completion of the template, please save the document and submit it as an attachment to the Public Comment proceeding: comments-proposed-aoc-org-reviews-process-15may15@icann.org

A. Please provide your name:
   Holly Raiche and Cheryl Langdon-Orr (pen holders for ALAC Public Comment on this matter, please see https://community.icann.org/x/-440Aw)

B. Please provide your affiliation:
   At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC)

C. Are you providing input on behalf of another entity (e.g. organization, company, government)?
   No

D. If you answered ‘yes’ to the previous question, please list the entity on whose behalf you are submitting these comments:
   NOTE: This is a comment provided on behalf of the At-Large Advisory Committee (ALAC) and at the time of final drafting is still subject to full ALAC ratification.

Please add your comments into the designated areas within the following document.
Proposed Schedule and Process/Operational Improvements for AoC and Organizational Reviews

[The information below is the same as that contained in the Public Comment posting and is included in this document for your convenience.]

BRIEF OVERVIEW

Purpose

The purpose of this Public Comment posting is to request community feedback on a proposed schedule and process, including operational improvements, for Reviews mandated by the Affirmation of Commitments (AoC Reviews) and the ICANN Bylaws (Organizational Reviews). The request for the community is based on both appreciating the community’s workload and the timing of several Reviews in FY2016. Based on the terms of the Affirmation of Commitments (AoC) and ICANN Bylaws, seven Reviews are scheduled to take place in FY2016, in addition to the finalization of the GNSO Review. Under the AoC, these Reviews would be: Security, Stability and Resiliency Review (SSR2); WHOIS Policy Review (WHOIS2); and Competition, Consumer Choice & Consumer Trust (CCT). Under bylaw mandated Organizational Reviews, these would be: At-Large2, NomCom2, SSAC2, and RSSAC2.

Specifically, three AoC Reviews and initial work on the At-Large Review are proposed for FY2016, and three Organizational Reviews would be deferred until FY2017. Timing for the Competition, Consumer Choice & Consumer Trust Review is not impacted by this proposal – this Review will commence as scheduled, with a call for volunteers in September 2015. In addition to suggesting an approach to adjusting the schedule to accommodate the workload for the community, several improvements are proposed to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of Reviews, per community suggestions.

Of note for this consultation is recognizing that the CCWG Accountability process is considering recommendations to include the AoC Reviews into the ICANN Bylaws, which may adjust the timing if needed.

ICANN is committed to fulfilling its obligations under the AoC and Bylaws, and stands ready to implement the mandated Review schedule, unless a suitable alternative is agreed upon with the Community. This public consultation and the proposed alternative schedule presented for consideration arises in large part after stakeholder requests for relief from the unplanned confluence of Reviews, as the large number of simultaneous Reviews will have significant impact on ICANN stakeholders’ capacity as well as ICANN resources. While it is important to meet ICANN’s commitments to fulfill accountability obligations, it is also important to be responsive to community’s workload concerns.
The proposed timeline and process/operating improvements are all outlined in Section II below.

ICANN proposes a modified schedule for Reviews, along with several process/operational improvements designed to streamline the Review process to use volunteer time and ICANN resources more efficiently.

The Board will approve an updated Review schedule after community feedback, including any proposed alternatives, is considered.

Once adopted, this revised schedule will be implemented unless other processes underway affect it, such as those emerging from the IANA Stewardship Transition discussions and Enhancing ICANN Accountability work. Any changes resulting from those processes will be integrated into this work, as appropriate.

**DETAILED INFORMATION**

**Section I: Description, Explanation, and Purpose**

Community discussions on Review schedules yielded requests for a new proposed schedule. Additionally, analysis is underway of lessons learned from prior AoC and Organizational Reviews and implementation of ATRT2 recommendation 11 (addressing effectiveness of AoC Reviews) is progressing. All of this provides the basis for Staff recommendations on proposed timing of Reviews and process/operational improvements, with the goal of achieving greater efficiency (including cost savings) and effectiveness of Reviews, while ensuring that ICANN continues to fulfil its commitments under the AoC and Bylaws.

**Section II: Background and Proposal**

**BACKGROUND – AOC REVIEWS**

The Affirmation of Commitments (AoC; Section 9) calls for ICANN to organize Reviews of its execution of its commitments every three years, but does not include details on timing (three years from ... Convening the Review? Completing the Review? Board action on the Review?) The Second Accountability and Transparency Review Team (ATRT2) issued a recommendation (#11) to improve AoC Reviews. Implementation of this recommendation includes establishing an improved process and appropriate schedule for AoC Reviews.

The language of the AoC pertaining to the timing of the Reviews is vague, resulting in several potential interpretations. The four completed AoC Reviews—two Accountability and Transparency Reviews (ATRT 1 and ATRT2) and one each for Security, Stability and
Resiliency (SSR) and WHOIS—provide valuable lessons and opportunities to streamline future Reviews to accomplish a predictable, efficient and effective Review process.

Both ATRT1 and ATRT2 were completed in one calendar year. The AoC mandated this schedule for ATRT1, but ATRT2 had no deadline requirement. ATRT2 started approximately two years after ATRT1 was convened. This limited the time for implementing ATRT1 recommendations approved by the Board and incorporating the improvements into standard operating processes prior to convening ATRT2 to review the effectiveness of the implementation activities stemming from ATRT1 and conduct their Review.

The first cycle of SSR and WHOIS Reviews revealed that assembling qualified volunteer team members and conducting the Review took considerably longer for these Reviews than ATRT 1 & 2 (4 months to assemble qualified volunteer team members and in excess of 1.5 years to conclude the Review). After the 6 months needed for the Board to assess and act on recommendations (as required under the AoC), that meant that full-scale implementation efforts of the SSR and WHOIS Reviews did not even begin until 2 years after each of the Reviews convened. Recommendations from all AoC Reviews have varied implementation timeframes and many proposed improvements require three years or more to complete, particularly within the SSR and WHOIS Reviews. The shorter the time between Reviews, the more limitations this puts on the subsequent Review teams’ ability to assess the effectiveness of prior teams’ improvements, as called for by the AoC.

BACKGROUND – ORGANIZATIONAL REVIEWS

ICANN’s Bylaws call for the periodic Review of ICANN SOs and ACs. The Board’s Structural Improvements Committee (SIC) provides oversight for these Reviews and for
improving this process. Article IV, Section 4 of ICANN’s Bylaws states: “The Board shall cause a periodic review of the performance and operation of each Supporting Organization, each Supporting Organization Council, each Advisory Committee (other than the Government Advisory Committee), and the Nominating Committee by an entity or entities independent of the organization under review. The goal of the review, to be undertaken pursuant to such criteria and standards as the Board shall direct, shall be to determine (i) whether that organization has a continuing purpose in the ICANN structure, and (ii) if so, whether any change in structure or operations is desirable to improve its effectiveness. These periodic reviews shall be conducted no less frequently than every five years, based on feasibility as determined by the Board. Each five-year cycle will be computed from the moment of the reception by the Board of the final report of the relevant review Working Group.”

PROPOSED SCHEDULE

1. Three AoC Reviews and initial work on the At-Large Review are proposed for FY2016, and three Organizational Reviews would be deferred until FY2017. Timing for the Competition, Consumer Choice & Consumer Trust Review is not impacted by this proposal. The proposed schedule for AoC Reviews strives to clarify the starting point for the next cycle of Reviews, includes sufficient time for planning and organizing of Reviews, and reflects a more focused Review scope (discussed below). This public consultation recognizes that the CCWG on Accountability is considering incorporating the AoC Reviews into the ICANN Bylaws, and any output of the CCWG Accountability recommendations will be factored into this timeline, if the immediate set of Reviews is affected. For Organizational Reviews, the NomCom2, RSSAC2 and SSAC2 Reviews would be deferred for one year, until FY2017.
AoC Reviews – Three AoC Reviews are scheduled to commence in late 2015. Note that this proposal does not defer the commencement of any of these three AoC Reviews, as these Reviews are considered to be key accountability mechanisms that will continue to be prioritized. However, should the CCWG Accountability process recommend adjustments to these AoC Reviews, this will be factored in.

As previously discussed with the community, AoC Reviews would start three years after the date of Board action on the previous Review recommendations (SSR – 18 October 2012; WHOIS – 8 November 2012). ICANN therefore would prepare for and begin SSR2 and WHOIS2 Reviews in late 2015, implementing a tightly scoped approach in combination with process/operational improvements outlined below. Note that the Competition, Consumer Choice and Trust (CCT) Review will launch as planned in September 2015 and is not deferred through this proposed schedule.

Under the proposed schedule, the three AoC Reviews (SSR2, WHOIS2 and CCT) would be conducted concurrently, starting with the preparatory phases (appointing volunteers and planning the Review) in September 2015. It is anticipated that the Review teams would be appointed and initial planning work done within five months, with the substantive work of the Review teams beginning in March 2016 and lasting for one year.

COMMENT: Please provide your comments on the proposed AoC Review schedule, under which three AoC Reviews would be conducted concurrently.

The ALAC and wider At-Large Community has been closely involved and engaged in all of the AoC reviews conducted to date, as well as instrumental in and integral to, the preparation and planning of upcoming critical reviews and processes via both previous ongoing activities in the post new gTLD Program Competition, Consumer
Trust and Consumer Choice (CCTCC) Review, as well as the current work and developing proposals relating to Review Teams and Organisational Reviews from within the Cross Community Working Group on ICANN’s Accountability Mechanisms; so in general we are supportive of the planned program specifically where the CCTCC Review commencement unaffected, as it is critical in our view that this is consistent with the AoC requirements, but we would consider the possible extension of (or hiatus in) this planned process to ensure that the baseline data set collections which are required are fully available to the Review Team for the bulk of their allocated project work time line, and not being introduced to proceedings at the mid term or near end of their review time.

ALAC specifically requests that the ATRT3 Review Team be convened no later than January 2017 and that there be no undue delay in the other AoC mandated reviews whilst the work of the CCWG on Accountability continues through to the completion of its Work Stream 1 and into its Work Stream 2 phases. We would suggest however that serious consideration be given to staggering the commencement of the otherwise concurrent AoC Reviews by several months (to ensure that a minimum of at least 1 ICANN ‘A’ or ‘C’ Meeting is allowed to have as unique a focus as possible on each separate Review). This needs not to result in an extension beyond a 12-13 month period being dedicated to the Review phase of the SSR2 and WHOIS2 (nor the ATRT3) but rather result in a project management design that allows for ‘overlap rather than specific ‘concurrent’ activities, noting that an option for a hiatus within the project timeline for the CCTCC would also need to be factored in as an alternative to extension beyond the designed 1 year review length, and that again an opportunity for community and public discussion at least 1 major face to face meeting of IANN is desirable if not essential, in our view.

Organizational Reviews – Under the current schedule, the preparations for NomCom2 and SSAC2 Reviews would begin now, and the RSSAC2 Review preparations would begin in August 2015. Additionally, the GNSO2 Review, which began in June 2014, is scheduled to finalize in August 2015, with implementation work to follow. The At-Large 2 Review preparations have begun, in line with the current schedule, with the engagement of the independent examiner targeted for July 2015.

Under the proposed schedule, ICANN would prepare for and begin the At-Large2 Review under a slower schedule, implementing a self-assessment component and fine-tuning Review methodology/data collection for suitability to At-Large’s organization in FY2016, prior to engaging an independent examiner. The independent examiner would conduct the Review between April and December 2016. Lessons learned from the At-Large2 Review, and the GNSO2 Review and implementation, will inform planning for NomCom2, SSAC2 and RSSAC2. Planning for these Reviews would occur late in FY2016 and the Reviews would commence in FY2017.
COMMENT: Please provide your comments on the proposed Organizational Review schedule, which calls for the At-Large2 Review to proceed based on a slower schedule and NomCom 2, RSSAC2 and SSAC2 to commence in FY2017.

The ALAC and wider At-Large Community, in general and the At-Large 2 Review and self-assessment team in particular, deeply appreciate the modification to the internal Organisational Review Schedule outlined in this proposal/plan. Specifically comments collected in the ALAC Wiki page associated with this Public Comment, that were confined to the organisational review of At-Large, as called for Article IV, Section 4 of the Bylaws, focused as to whether ALAC / At-Large has a continuing purpose in the ICANN structure and if so, whether any change in structure of operations is desirable to improve its effectiveness; noted that “given the very heavy demands that have been placed on the time of ALAC volunteers in responding to the transition of the stewardship of the IANA function to ICANN, the extension of time of this review is very welcome. The extended timeframe will allow a period for self-assessment of key ALAC players, as well as participation of all the RALOs in identifying questions that should be part of the review, and key individuals whose insights and experience will be critical to the review. It will also allow time to assess the effectiveness of recommendations coming out of At-Large.” Further it was also noted and “that input will provide a clearer framework in which an independent examiner can be selected.”

There was in our discussions during the recent ICANN 53 Meeting in Buenos Aires general support for the planned commencement of the NomCom2, SSAC2 and RSSAC2 Reviews in 2017 to better allow for “lessons learned from both the GNSO2 and At-Large2 Reviews to be better integrated into the planning, processes and project management of these reviews. Also comment received in our outreach on this matter reflecting specifically to the delay in commencement of the At-Large Review2 “…we strongly support the elongation of the timetable in recognition of the other crucial
demands upon the community.” would be we believe quite widely held as relevant to all or the Organisational 2 Reviews.

Some concerns about the proposed [extended] timetable were raised by leaders within the ALAC; “... about the timetable:

- The volunteers performing the review are not necessarily the same people involved in IANA Stewardship Transition and/or ICANN Accountability
- The perspective of asking for another Board Director is pushed further back
- According to the information supplied, the last ALAC review started with an RFP in 2007 and concluded in 2010/2011, by far the longest review cycle of all of the ICANN reviews. (4 years?) The new schedule shows 3 years - shorter...”

However we note that within the well socialised ‘new plans and design for organisational reviews’ over the last few years it has been consistently presented to the wider ICANN Community that these reviews would operate over a 5 year cycle that includes both the Review process itself as well as Implementation, and review of effectiveness of changes made/ implemented as a result of proposed organisational changes and continuous improvement, so that the last bullet point above, is perhaps more of an observation that the new program requires at least this 5 year cycle approach, rather than outlining further or new concerns produced by these proposed modifications to timetable.

Finally it should be noted that as the 1st ALAC/At-Large Review specifically and necessarily limited itself primarily to the review of the ALAC in its review of the fitness for purpose, effectiveness and continuing purpose of ALAC / At-Large in the ICANN structure, as the tri-layered ALAC↔RALO ↔ ALS construct was still relatively new in 2007 whereby the RFP went out, with the last of the 5 geographically distinct RALOs only put into place that year, and the first in 2006, this second organisational review will be the first opportunity to review the RALO and At-Large Structures, and that it is now timely to more extensively review.

PROPOSED PROCESS/OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS

2. Use planning and project management tools for AoC Reviews, including clear and focused Review scope, consistent budgeting, and cost tracking.

The proposed improvement is for the Review approach to apply good practices used to conduct performance assessments for broadly similar organizations. Key recommended enhancements:

- Develop a clear and focused Review scope during the planning phase, which will serve to improve planning and budgeting of volunteer time and ICANN resources.
- Provide consistent budgeting, cost tracking, and standardization of budget scope.
• Develop useful tools to serve as guidance to ease the burden for each Review team and for improved consistency between Reviews, for example sample project plans, timelines, checklists and templates.

Key drivers of cost of AoC Reviews are: number of volunteers, number of in-person meetings, scope/conduct of Review, duration of Review, and whether independent consultants are engaged to assist the Review teams. In the past, concrete information for the above-mentioned drivers of cost had not become available until the Review team began its work. This has typically occurred too late to be considered in the annual budget process, creating a gap between budgeted resources and specific Review needs. The proposed process improvement for a clear and focused Review scope will address this gap by enabling a “standard” budget allocation and consistent budgeting and subsequent cost tracking. As recommended by ATRT2, procedures are being developed/incorporated into the next Review process to provide the Review teams with clearly articulated Review budget and assumptions at the start. Throughout the Review, there will be periodic reporting on the progress relative to planned schedule and budget. The clear and focused Review scope also is expected to assist the Review teams with prioritization of recommendations in order to optimize the finite ICANN resources (time and budget).

**COMMENT: Please provide your comments on the proposal to apply planning and project management tools to Reviews.**

The ALAC and At-Large Community, as stated previously has been an integral and highly engaged part of the ICANN wider Community's contributions to AoC reviews to date, inclusive of both ATRT1 and 2 and therefore, welcomes the proactive approach proposed for the use of “…planning and project management tools for AOC Reviews, including clear and focused Review scope, consistent budgeting, and cost tracking.” Assuming that this will result in the stated aims of clear focus and scoping, improved planning and budgeting of both time and funds, as well as resource allocation; consistency and some standardisation of the processes; as well as aspects of ‘continuous improvements including the creation of templates, checklists and sample plans. Further we note with appreciation, the keenness of staff engaged in these review projects, to collaborate with and learn from the experiences and opinion of our community members with skill sets and experience relevant to these matters as well as specifically involved in previous ICANN Review processes, both AoC and Organisational.

**3. Streamline AoC Review teams and Review duration.**

The proposed improvements strive to ensure that volunteers’ skills and expertise are well aligned with the requirements for a given Review. It is suggested that the membership is aligned to the needs of each Review based on the scope, with an eye toward smaller and more focused teams. In order to provide volunteers with a realistic
forecast of the length of their expected service, a clear and focused Review scope developed during the planning phase and useful tools applied throughout the Review are recommended. Anticipated schedule, milestones and time commitment would be published as part of the call for volunteers. Duration of AoC Reviews would be reduced, based on improved planning, focused scope, prioritization of recommendations, availability of Review guidance materials and timely, detailed reporting on implementation progress. A template project plan, including major phases of work and milestones, is recommended to be used as a tool to be tailored for each Review, in order to determine realistic duration. Note that the past AoC Reviews have lasted between 12 and 20 months.

The recommended changes suggest modified terms of service for the Review teams, so they can answer questions about the intent and implementation of their recommendations. The benefit would be a more efficient implementation process. Under this proposal, the Review team would remain active until implementation planning is complete, as compared to the current practice of Review teams concluding their term upon delivery of their final report.

**COMMENT:** Please provide your comments on the proposal to streamline AoC Review teams and Review durations.

The ALAC and At-Large Community based upon their experiences as contributors and engaged community in AoC Reviews undertaken to date, support the proposal to modify the “terms of service for the Review teams, so they can answer questions about the intent and implementation of their recommendations.” This is we believe a required ‘flexibility’ and will be (we also believe) consistent with the likely outcomes from the CCWG on ICANN Accountabilities work in this area as well.

4. **Focus each Organizational Review on operational effectiveness and include self-assessments and focused preparatory actions by the organization under Review.**
The ICANN Bylaws mandate that “The Board shall cause a periodic review of the performance and operation of each Supporting Organization, each Supporting Organization Council, each Advisory Committee (other than the Governmental Advisory Committee), and the Nominating Committee by an entity or entities independent of the organization under review. The goal of the review, to be undertaken pursuant to such criteria and standards as the Board shall direct, shall be to determine (i) whether that organization has a continuing purpose in the ICANN structure, and (ii) if so, whether any change in structure or operations is desirable to improve its effectiveness.”

The following improvements are proposed for Organizational Reviews:

- Identify an alternate process to assess whether a given ICANN organization has a continuing purpose (see below).
- Self-assessment by representatives of the entity under Review of how previous Review’s findings and recommendations have been addressed and whether the improvements have been effective.
- Preparatory actions designed to fine-tune Review methodology and data collection for suitability to the given entity, prior to the launch of competitive bidding process to select the independent examiner.
- Clarification that structural changes along with all other improvements resulting from the last Review cycle would be assessed as part of the operational effectiveness scope.
- Clarification that whether structural changes are needed and when such changes should be considered would be topics for discussion after the organizational Review is finalized.

Based on lessons learned from recent Reviews and in consideration of the adoption and implementation of ICANN’s Strategic Plan for FY16-FY20, the assessment of whether a given ICANN organization has a continuing purpose would be better served through means other than the periodic organizational Reviews (see below).

A standard part of any Review process is to begin with the assessment of how the previous Review’s findings and recommendations have been addressed and whether the improvements have been effective. Structural changes, along with all other improvements resulting from the last Review cycle, would be assessed as part of the operational effectiveness scope of the upcoming Review cycle. Such assessments conducted by the organization under review would be useful as a key input into the work of the independent examiner. Also useful would be for the organization under review to seek reasons why the implemented improvements may not have been as effective as intended. This process is well aligned with the notion of continuous improvement. Whether structural changes are needed and when such changes should be considered would be topics for discussion after the organizational Review is finalized, possibly during the implementation planning, depending on the nature of findings and recommendations.
To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of Organizational Reviews further, it is proposed that representatives of the entity under review be involved in various preparatory actions designed to fine-tune Review methodology and data collection for suitability to the given entity and that this activity take place prior to the launch of the competitive bidding process to select the independent examiner. This approach is currently piloted for the At-Large Review with initial positive feedback.

**COMMENT:** Please provide your comments on the proposal to focus each Organizational Review on operational effectiveness and include self-assessments and focused preparatory actions by the organization under review.

The ALAC and At-Large Community, particularly based upon the very different experiences of our 1st ALAC / At-Large Review and that currently being undertaken (albeit now slowed down) being currently in its initial planning, development and self assessment phases; is as previously stated, in full support of efforts to undertake a continuous improvement program, relating to Organisational (and indeed AoC) Reviews. Therefor we have no hesitation in supporting these proposed mechanisms that should allow for improved efficiency and effectiveness of the Review operations, methodologies and processes.

5. **Consider establishing an alternate process (to Organizational Reviews) to examine strategic issues such as the continued purpose of organizations.**

The question of whether an ICANN organization has a continuing purpose in the ICANN structure aligns with long-range, strategic considerations that relate to all ICANN organizations, with important cross-organizational dependencies and relationships. With the ICANN Strategic Plan recently adopted by the Board, after an extensive bottom-up community led effort, it has been suggested that an alternative process be established to examine strategic issues, such as the continued purpose of ICANN organizations, in alignment with the strategic plan. Furthermore, the IANA Functions Stewardship Transition work and Enhancing ICANN Accountability proposals may have an impact on ICANN structure and organizations—this should be considered as an overarching (“meta”) topic. In conjunction with an alternative process to address strategic structural issues, Organizational Reviews would continue and would be more narrowly focused on questions of operational effectiveness.

**COMMENT:** Please provide your comments on the proposal to focus Organizational Reviews on operational effectiveness consider establishing an alternate to examine strategic issues such as the continued purpose of organizations.

The ALAC is supportive of continuation of Organisational Reviews which continue to effectively and efficiently explore the continuing fitness for purpose of our entities ‘component parts’ (AC/SO’s), and will be interested to engage and contribute to these ongoing reviews of both our own AC and that of others, as we have in the 1st round of
Organisational reviews and the recent GNSO2 process. However we do believe that with so many ‘moving parts’ at this time, and little opportunity to consolidate outcomes and review recent changes to these review processes, (as well as noting the current and no doubt ongoing work on Accountability not only for ICANN in general but for the AC’s and SO’s in particular, being conducted or planned within the CCWG on ICANN Accountability, and the CWG on IANA Functions and Stewardship Transition) it may be too soon to immediately or in the near term (within this next cycle of Reviews #2) implement or undertake alternative processes, noting of course that exploration and planning of such alternative(s) could and perhaps should indeed be explored with the ICANN Community and stakeholders during this time.

Further we would also agree with other commenter in this PC process who have suggested that it may indeed be timely and appropriate to undertake a wider ICANN’ structure and function’ Review.

IMPROVEMENTS UNDERWAY – For your information
Several process improvements are already underway or being considered by the Board – they are included here for information and additional context only. They include:
- Oversight of AoC Reviews to be assigned to an appropriate Board Committee or a subset of the Board, in parallel to SIC’s responsibility for overseeing Organizational Reviews.
- Global standards of the Project Management Institute used in implementing improvements arising out of Reviews (piloted for ATRT2 implementation).
- Improved tracking, reporting and oversight of implementation progress (including centralized tracking and revamped icann.org webpage).
- Improved planning and resource/budget allocation prior to the start of the Reviews.

Currently, the Board itself provides oversight relative to AoC Reviews process, operations and other overarching issues; the small-group format of oversight has been effective in other areas. Given the focus on accountability and Reviews as one of the mechanisms supporting ICANN’s accountability, the Board is considering assigning the responsibility for oversight of AoC Reviews to a discrete group or committee. A formalized process of a Board group or committee available to interact with the AoC Review teams at critical junctures during the Review and implementation would be beneficial in several ways: to address scope, issues and dependencies impacting the Review during planning; to facilitate clarity, advisability and feasibility of recommendations throughout the Review; and to hold entities accountable for achieving the milestones necessary to complete the implementation. Currently, the responsibility for oversight of Organizational Reviews lies with the Structural Improvements Committee (SIC), but there is not a similar assignment for AoC Reviews.

ICANN worked closely with the ATRT2 throughout 2013, laying down a foundation to ensure the implementation of the recommendations would be timely and effective. An implementation methodology was designed based on the global standards of The
Project Management Institute. The PMI methodology currently is piloted for the ATRT2 implementation program, with the goal of achieving professional excellence through clear scope definition, company-wide resource planning, monitoring against timelines and consistent reporting. Quarterly updates and additional information is available on the ATRT2 implementation program wiki. ICANN intends to use a similar approach for implementation of recommendations from all AoC Review teams on a go forward basis.

Other Comments

Are there any other comments or issues you would like to raise for the Proposed Schedule and Process/Operational Improvements for AoC and Organizational Reviews?

The ALAC would like to suggest that the closer collaboration and effective interaction between the staff tasked with management of these Review processes (in particularly the Organisational Reviews, could be taken a pilot project to encourage (if not require) better and more frequent interaction between the SIC and the various AC's and SO's subject to these review processes as well as encourage this Board committee and the ICANN Board as a whole to become more engaged and proactive with the Community in future AoC Review processes and the outcomes for Reviews resulting from the current work on improving ICANN's Accountability, with an aim of a ‘partnership model’ being entrenched in an effective and efficient program of continuous improvement for the organisation as a whole as well as relating to its component parts.

Section III: Document and Resource Links

- Public Comment Template:

A template has been developed to facilitate your input on this Public Comment. Use of the template is strongly encouraged, but not required. This template provides the opportunity for general input on the proposal as well as specific comments per section. Please note that there is no obligation to complete all of the sections – commenters may respond to as many or as few as they wish.

Following your completion of the template, please save the document and submit it as an attachment to the Public Comment proceeding: comments-proposed-aoc-org-reviews-process-15may15@icann.org

As a note for all comments submitted via the Public Comment proceeding: once a comment is submitted, please be on the lookout for a confirmation email (to confirm that the submission is posted to the proceeding). This is an automatically generated email to prevent spam.
Section IV: Additional Information

1. **ICANN Bylaws** - see Section 4. PERIODIC REVIEW OF ICANN STRUCTURE AND OPERATIONS
2. **Affirmation of Commitments** – see Section 9.
4. Cross Community Working Group on Enhancing ICANN Accountability (CCWG-Accountability) - Input Needed on its Proposed Accountability Enhancements (Work Stream 1) ([posted for Public Comment](mailto:larisa.gurnick@icann.org))

OTHER IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Potential long-term considerations will be flagged separately to encourage community dialogue and contribute to the evolving community proposals on accountability.

Staff contact: Larisa Gurnick ([mailto:larisa.gurnick@icann.org](mailto:larisa.gurnick@icann.org))